Foodlogik SmartVan
The new SmartVan van sales module was entirely conceived by our Development
team with a lot of feedback and pilot running from Express Bakery of Dumfries. The
fact that Express are now live and would never go back to paperwork is testament to
how squarely we hit the nail on the head.
As Director Malcolm Johnstone says, "This is exactly what I was hoping for all these
years! Too many systems out there concentrate at great expense on on-line synchronisation between the van and the central database while the driver does his round.
We aren't TNT - we only need to know at the start of the round and at the end. During
the round the system gives the driver the ability to change or add new orders, to
know the up to date prices and what stock there is so he has maximum flexibility".
The advent of Android smart phones and tablets now makes this much more viable at
a realistic cost to the average baker, dairy or anyone that does delivery rounds.
The key features are:



Download delivery round details, van stocks and product prices on a daily basis



Scrolling list of orders in delivery sequence



Change or add new items to an order, or do a new order e.g. cash sales



Display stock remaining at any time



Record cash or cheque payments



Display and print outstanding invoices— a “mini-statement”



Email delivery notes or invoice from the Tablet



Print invoice in the van using a mobile printer



Update FoodLogiK with delivery adjustments and cash taken at the end
of the round



Simple, intuitive handheld design which requires minimal training for the driver

Foodlogik SmartVan
Printers and Samsung Galaxy Tab2 units being recharged in the office at Express Bakery
Each unit lasts more than two days before needing to be recharged, so there is no need to keep them plugged in while in
the van.

What does this mean for Express Bakery? As Malcolm says, “We've been catapulted
into the 21st century. No more delivery notes means far fewer mistakes and the drivers prefer this because they really hate paperwork - the customers know exactly what
they got, and how much they paid. Invoices are now being paid on time in full with
fewer disputes and this leaves our admin staff and management more time to push
the business forward, not just keep the wheels turning."

If you have any questions or would like to discuss SmartVan, please feel free
to contact us on 01795 508750.

sales@foodlogik.co.uk
www.foodlogik.co.uk

